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If you’ve spent any time attending demonstrations from professional turners, especially 

those who are known for a particular style or signature work, you almost always receive the 

same, sage advice – repetition.  Pick a technique, style or form and do it over and over and 

over again, perhaps making small changes along the way, until you perfect it and make it 

yours.  Sage advice, indeed. 

Personally, as a woodturner, I am seem incapable of following that advice and often find my-

self jumping from one technique or form to another.  The typical pattern is that I become in-

trigued by a particular technique, style or shape that I’ve discovered in a book, online video, 

gallery or demonstration.  I do some further research on the topic, acquire whatever tools 

and materials I need to try it out and then start experimenting.  Sometimes my experiments 

turn into finished projects, sometimes kindling.  Regardless, I tend to become a bit obsessive 

about it until I am lured away by a new and improved interest which then becomes my new 

temporary obsession.  Of course, I never get really good at any of these pursuits but I do 

learn a lot and acquire a lot of new tools and supplies. 

I’ve coined a term for my behavior.  I call it Artistic Attention Deficit Disorder (AADD).  Ap-

parently I’m in good company.  Several psychologists have speculated that Leonardo da Vin-

ci, Pablo Picasso and Vincent Van Gogh all had ADHD.  Some of the characteristics of ADD 

include creativity, high intelligence and obsessive behavior which would explain why many 

successful artists have ADD, often stereotyped as “artistic temperament”.   

I blame it on the modern society we live in where we have seemingly unlimited, easy access 

to information and stimuli.  I also blame all of the amazing pieces our members bring to our 

monthly Instant Gallery, our monthly demonstrators and the extremely talented people we 

regularly bring in to present demonstrations and lead classes.  Mostly I blame my own natu-

ral curiosity and compelling need to understand how things work or are done.  I find that my 

condition has worsened since I began making a point of attending every GVWG demonstra-

tion and class that I possibly can. 

On that note, I attended both the demonstration and class given by Sharon Doughtie this 

past weekend.  Aside from being a very accomplished and successful artist, Sharon is an ex-

tremely knowledgeable and inspiring instructor. Both the demo and class were highly in-

formative, inspirational and entertaining.  In fact, virtually every GVWG full-day demo and 

class I have attended have been extremely rewarding.  Whether or not the presenter’s work is 

something that interests me or not, I always learn valuable new techniques which I can add 

to my arsenal.   

If you do not regularly attend our full day demonstrations, you are missing out.   I urge you 

to make a point of coming out to at least one or two and decide for yourself whether or not it 

By Steve Fairbairn  

President's Column  
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is a good investment of your time.  Even if the demonstrators body of work is not your cup of 

tea, I know you won’t be disappointed and will come away filled with ideas that you can incor-

porate into your own work.  Better still, sign up for the classes, as well.  They are always a lot of 

fun and I guarantee you will come away from them filled with new techniques and ideas to ex-

periment with.  Due to the small class sizes, they are also a really great way to get better ac-

quainted with other members and strike up new friendships with likeminded folks. 

As you may be aware, in addition to our monthly Instant Gallery and President’s Challenge 

Gallery, after a Turning 101 class has completed we usually have a gallery of people’s work 

from their class.  Starting in April, we are also going to begin displaying people’s work from the 

demonstrator workshops.  If you attend a guild weekend demo and/or class we would like you 

to bring to the next meeting the workpiece(s) that you worked on during the class or inspired 

by the demo.  Please bring your work to display even if it purely experimental and/or unfin-

ished so members who were unable to attend can get an idea of some of the techniques that 

were presented.  We will be calling this new gallery Classworx and, like the other galleries, we 

will have a prize draw for works that are submitted. 

Don’t forget the 30th Annual Artistry in Wood Carving Show presented by the Richmond 

Carver’s Society coming up on the weekend of May 25th.  While there has always been a catego-

ry for woodturning at the previous shows, the organizers have put a much larger emphasis on 

turning this year with multiple categories and skill levels.  I urge everyone to enter something 

into the show even if you are a beginner.  I can’t think of a single piece I’ve seen displayed at 

our monthly Instant Gallery that wouldn’t be well received at the show.  Regardless, be sure to 

attend.  I’ve attended every show for the past 15 or so years and have always been extremely 

impressed with the works on display.  Check out our website for more info on location, times 

and how to submit pieces. 

By the way, my latest new obsessions are pyrography and power carving.  At least for now. 

Keep on turning. 

 

 

 

 

Presidents Challenge: 

April – Pierced 

May - Reclaimed/Recycled Material 

Front Cover: 

Bruce Campbell’s  “Doubled”  
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By Bruce Campbell  

Editor's Notes 

Once again this month I got help from several contributors.  Kudos to Des Wilson for his piece on 

Sharon Doughtie’s visit, Steve Hansen’s “Closer Look” article, and Ed Pretty’s for his excellent 

write-up on his demonstration last month.  Having other “voices” in our newsletter will keep it in-

teresting. 

I want to thank David Sweet for his invaluable information asI tried to understand which dental 

burs to order to help me do more piercing with my micro-motor tool.  See the Focus on Fundamen-

tals column for that. 

And I am surveying everyone who might want to get together for a bulk order or both Hermes J-

Flex sandpaper and dental burs.  See details inside. 

As advertised, I will be away for most of next month so a guest team will pitch in to get our next 

newsletter out.  I look forward to reading it. 

We are always looking for content for the newsletter so please let us know if you have story ideas, 

announcements, success stories, turning war stories, and so on.  Send then to editor@gvwg.ca  

 

 

Bruce Campbell     Robert Carlson 
Bruce Campbell, editor and Robert Carlson, publisher 

mailto:editor@gvwg.ca
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We were really fortunate to have Barry Wil-

kinson demonstrate how to improve finished 

turnings using a buffing wheel.  In his demon-

stration he used the Beall Buffing system which 

consists of a mandrel that mounts between cen-

tres on a lathe with three different buffing 

wheels evenly spaced apart.  By using buffing 

wheels Barry is able to get finishes that are 

shiny and smooth as glass. 

The Beall buffing system consists of three dif-

ferent abrasive compounds that are to be used 

in sequence: tripoli (the coarsest abrasive), 

white diamond (finer grit), and carnauba wax 

which is used last and equivalent to about 800 

grit sandpaper.  The compounds last a very long 

time and Barry has been using his original set 

frequently for about 8 years. 

Barry always keeps the three buffing wheels 

separate and never mixes the buffing com-

pounds.  To do this he stores them separately 

and has made a clever jig out of a scrap piece of 

concrete footing forming tube (like Sonotube) 

that has a separate plywood shelves for each 

buffing wheel with space to hold the mandrel 

inside.  By coincidence at the last meeting Da-

vid Sweet was giving way three metal cookie 

tins and I tried fitting them to Barry’s buffing 

wheels only to quickly learn that I now had a 

perfect storage solution for set (so no jig is 

needed and you just have to eat three tins of 

cookies instead or bring your cookies to the 

next meeting and will do the hard work for 

you). 

There are some important safety aspects to 

keep in mind when buffing.  First, always wear 

eye protection, use a dust mask, and have the 

dust collector running as dust from the tripoli 

and white diamond compounds are not good to 

breathe.   

Pic 3.2  

Second, always buff from below the buffing 

wheel and not on top as a safety precaution as 

you want the buffing wheel spinning towards 

you. If a turner buffs on top of the buffing 

wheel or above centre with the turning spinning 

away from the lathe there is a good chance that 

the turning could slip out of the turner’s hand 

and go flying. As a further safety measure and 

to protect his turnings Barry keeps a piece of 

scrap carpet on his lathe bed when buffing. 

by Dustin Cook   

Focus On Fundamentals–  
Barry Wilkinson - Buffing  
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Before buffing, Barry usually sands to about 320 

to 400 grit depending on the wood type and 

please note that buffing cannot be done as a sub-

stitute to sanding.  When buffing the lathe should 

be running fast enough that the buffing wheel still 

bends (typically around 600-800 rpms). Also, 

Barry does not trim the fine hairs off of the buff-

ing wheels and instead he runs a piece of wood on 

new buffs to fluff them up a bit. Barry mentioned 

that sometimes people have difficulties buffing 

with the carnauba wax because they put too much 

on and it leaves streaks which can be hard to get 

rid of and have a tendency to leave lumps or 

streaks. 

If buffing little items such as bottle stoppers, 

small bowls, etc. use the mandrel system but for 

large items like vessels Barry recommends going 

to the individual wheels. Beall also sells bowl 

buffs or mops in different sizes (2, 3, and 4 inch-

es) that can be purchased individually or as a set 

from either Lee Valley of Craft Supplies 

USA.  One drawback with the lathe mandrel sys-

tem mounted between centres is that it doesn’t 

allow for buffing the inside of turnings. Instead 

use individual wheels on a single morse taper 

mandrel and extender mandrels are available to 

get inside deeper turnings. When doing this Barry 

adds a piece of cotton baton to end of the mandrel 

to cover the nut securing the buffing wheel and to 

prevent accidental scratches on the turnings from 

the tip of the mandrel. 

Barry had several pieces to demonstrate with var-

ious stages of buffing so we could see the differ-

ence.  His favourite finish is polymerized tung oil 

from Mohawk but he has been trying CA glue fin-

ishes lately from Vonex and has great success 

buffing them.  When using CA finishes he uses a 

fourth dedicated buffing wheel for plastics.  How-

ever, when using woods with natural oils like 

rosewood Barry find that they finish nicely on 

their own with just buffing and no additional fin-

ish is often required. During the demo Barry was 

asked if he had ever tried buffing with beeswax on 

the buffing system but he felt that it may be too 

soft as carnauba wax is extremely hard.  One 

drawback to a buffed finished is that it can fade if 

handled a lot but fortunately they can be rebuffed 

again quickly and easily. 

Bulk Hermes J-flex Sandpaper Order 
This is a call for interest in placing another order for Hermes J-Flex sandpaper.  In the last few years we 

have been able to get this at well below retail cost by placing a bulk order but we need to buy about 

$2000 worth. 

I will not know the price until I know how much we will order but it was $15 per 10M roll last time 

Available grits include 80 / 100 / 120 / 150 / 180 / 220 / 320 / 400 / 600 

Please let me know if you are interested by: 

Putting your name and desired grits on the sign-up sheet at the April meeting or 

Sending me an email at bvcampbell@telus.net with the following info: 

 

I will get the current price and then confirm with you before placing the order.  A 50% deposit at the 

time of order will be much appreciated. 

Name e-Mail 80 100 120 150 180 22
0 

32
0 

40
0 

60
0 

                      

mailto:bvcampbell@telus.net
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By Bruce Campbell  

Tech Talk 

As a follow-up to our discussion last month on mount-

ing odd-shaped projects, I had salvaged an odd piece of 

driftwood off of Gambier Island last summer and want-

ed to turn a small box into the top while keeping the 

outside intact.   After rejecting lots of ideas I came up 

with the idea of “tying” the piece to a faceplate.  I began 

by sanding the bottom “legs” so the piece had a solid 

base.  Then I cut a square piece of plywood and mount-

ed it using a chuck screw.  Next I hammered finishing 

nail around the edge.  

I used small pieces of double-sided tape to stick the feet 

to the plywood and ran up the tailstock to get the piece 

in the right place.   I then used several pieces of braided 

cord and stretchy shock cord to “tie” the piece to the 

plywood. 

This setup worked really well and I will keep it in mind 

for future “weird” setups.   I am sure to technique could 

be scaled up for larger pieces with chains and turn buck-

les instead of string as needed. 

We talked at length about piercing using the new, inex-

pensive (under $200) micro-motors that are now avail-

able.  They use the same hand pieces that have tradi-

tionally been used by dental mechanics.  In fact, the 

hand pieces are interchangeable with many units. 

I have had very good luck with my unit putting well over 

100 hours on it without a 

problem.  And after trying 

a number of burrs I found 

three styles very useful; a 

small ball-bur, a long but 

narrow bottom-cutting 

straight sided bur, and the 

same design but tapered.   

There are so many kinds of burs that it is hard to know 

what to buy.  I asked our own Dave Sweet - DDS (and 

lots of other letter, too) for help and he provided valua-

ble information as to what to ask for when ordering 

these burs. 

First, there are two ways burs are held into a hand piece 

– by friction grip (FG) or by a latch system (LA or RA).  

This is followed by a numbering system that includes 

type and size information (in 10th of a millimetre).  

There are burs with straight or tapered sides and with 

straight or helictical teeth. Finally, some burs cut on the 

end while others do not. I want those that do cut on the 

end. 

Here are the secret codes that dentists use to label these 

burs: 

 

Notes: 

(1) may choose to buy only the 669L and 701L 
and/or 556L and 558L as the diameter differ-
ence is small 

(2) long taper and long straight burs are not 
available to latch-type hand piece but regular 
lengths are 

(3) straight and tapered burs have “fissure-type” 
teeth   

Finally, Dave suggested that buying these burs locally 

can be really expensive but those available on-line are of 

comparable quality.  I plan to order all three round burs 

and the small and large tapered and straight for both 

my hand pieces (friction and latch). A quick search 

showed real savings in bulk so if you want to get in on a 

bulk order let me know at a meeting or at edi-

tor@gvwg.ca  

Bring your questions and solutions to the next Tech 

Talk at the March meeting.  The session will be led by 

someone else to give me time to prepare do deliver the 

main presentation. 

Grip 
Type 

Round (Ball) Tapered (1) Straight (1) 

F
rictio

n
 

FG 2 - 1.0mm dia 
FG 5  - 1.6mm dia 
FG 8  - 2.3mm dia 

FG 699L = 0.9mm dia 
FG 700L = 1.0mm dia 
FG 701L = 1.2mm dia 

FG 556L = 0.9mm dia 
FG 557L = 1.0mm dia 
FG 558L = 1.2mm dia 

L
atch

 

LA 2 - 1.0mm dia 
LA 5  - 1.6mm dia 
LA 8  - 2.3mm dia 

LA 699 = 0.9mm dia 
LA 700 = 1.0mm dia 
LA 701 = 1.2mm dia 

LA 556 = 0.9mm dia 
LA 557 = 1.0mm dia 
LA 558 = 1.2mm dia 

mailto:editor@gvwg.ca
mailto:editor@gvwg.ca
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On April 13 and 14, we 

had a visit from inter-

nationally renowned 

Hawaiian woodturner 

Sharon Doughtie. Sha-

ron is known for her 

Hawaiian calabash 

bowls (American 

Woodturner, October 

2107) but more recent-

ly for her embellishment of bowls, boxes and vases 

with Celtic designs. 

At the Saturday demonstration, Sharon started 

with a slide show of her recent work using pyrogra-

phy and carving to unravel Celtic knots across a 

variety of her trademark pieces.  

She then went on to demonstrate how to draw 

Celtic knots using a template of dots and circles to 

produce a repeatable consistent pattern around the 

rims of bowls and boxes, and how to unravel the 

pattern to flow over the edges of her pieces by ad-

justing the spacing of the template.  

Next, she demonstrated her use of pyrography to 

highlight the design and emphasize the pattern 

through shading and carving with high speed ball 

point cutters. After discussing the pros and cons of 

various pyrography burners she demonstrated how 

we could make our own burning tips from flattened 

nichrome wire.  

One of her specialties is a teardrop box which is 

made from a weed pot like shape modified by carv-

ing off most of the original rim, burning an unrav-

eled Celtic knot and dyeing the background. She 

demonstrated how to insert very small magnets 

into the rim of the lid and base of the box to make 

a hidden join between the two. 

At the Sunday class we started by developing our 

knot drawing skills, followed by burning the de-

signs on to some flat plywood squares before trying 

our luck with bowls and platters. It is not as simple 

as it seems to move from two to three dimensions!   

In the afternoon session Sharon demonstrated var-

ious carving techniques, how 

to make burning tips, and 

discussed the merits of vari-

ous pieces of commercial 

equipment and burning/

carving accessories. It was a 

very inspirational session that no doubt will lead to 

some fine examples appearing in our next Instant 

Gallery! 

Many thanks to Brian Lunt for the extraordinary 

work he did to set up this workshop. 

By Des Wilson 

Woodturning from Hawaii - Sharon Doughtie  
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by Ed Pretty  

Turning Handles for Turning Tools  

Why wooden handles? 

I turn wooden handles for my turning tools for a num-

ber of reasons. First, I enjoy the feel of wood with a 

shape and diameter that fits my hand. I have used tools 

with handles that fit my hand poorly to the point of dis-

traction and that’s not good. At times manufactured 

handles are unbalanced for the particular tool, like 

“sets” of tools with all the same handle. Occasionally, 

tools have handles that are too long for the lathe being 

used. This happens most of the time with mini and even 

midi lathes with a maximum spindle height of 6” where 

a bowl gouge can’t be tracked in an upward sweep on 

the inside of the bowl if the tool is so long that it hits the 

bed of the lathe. Perhaps most importantly of all, han-

dles often make it very difficult to sharpen a tool be-

cause of the mass that has to be moved over such a great 

distance while sweeping along the cutting edge. For this 

reason, I prefer unhandled tools so that the handle can 

be removed when sharpening. An added benefit if you 

are transporting the tool, it can be reversed in the bore 

to protect the sharpened end (if it’s a tool made from 

round bar). 

If anything, a well-made handle is an indication of the 

skill and preference of its owner. 

 
From the top: home-made copper collet ferrule, Husaluk insert, Oneway ferrule, 

a standard ferrule drilled and tapped for a ¼” set screw (handle hole relieved), 

string “whipping” on an oval cross section handle.  

Traditional ferrule or “off-the-shelf” ferrule? 

Until relatively recently, all handles had a ferrule that 

was a short metal tube pressed onto the end of the han-

dle to prevent the wood from splitting during use. The 

tool was typically mounted permanently by pressing 

and/or gluing the tool in place. This is always a valid 

method of fitting a handle and cheap, if not free. I still 

have a box of “ferrule material” – a.k.a. short lengths of 

pipe in various sizes and material. These days there are 

a variety of ready-made ferrules for turning tools availa-

ble on the market. Some are actual ferrules (encircling 

the wood to prevent splitting) and some are inserts that 

hold the tools but are glued in place inside the handle. 

One that I know of – Jimmy Clewes’ inserts – combines 

an insert with a ring for a ferrule. All of these commer-

cial ferrules employ some means of securing the tool in 

such a way that it can be quickly removed. Typically set 

screws are used but some have a machined collet 

(always expensive) and the Clewes types uses an eccen-

tric ring. 

 
From the left: two copper basic ferrules, Oneway ferrule, Jimmy Clewes insert/

ferrule. Hosaluk insert. 

Material for handles 

The wood used for turning handles should be dry, 

straight grained, with no knots or inclusions. This isn’t 

the place for pretty grain; you want strength, not beauty. 

The beauty comes in the functionality. Suitable species 

for turning handles is eastern or hard maple, beech, 

hickory (keep your broken shovel handles) and other 

similar woods. That being said, I’ve used big leaf maple, 

cherry, mahogany and just about any other respectable, 

straight grained hardwood and found it quite satisfacto-

ry. After all, we’re not using a prying action on these 

tools, so straight and stout is the thing. BTW, acacia is a 

poor choice for any handle because it is very brittle. 

Creating the handle: overview 

(Continued on page 10) 
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When I was a kid, I made file handles by the box full. I 

turned the handle then drilled the hole in an ancient 

drill press starting with a ¼” hole. Close counted. 

Sometimes the implement inserted into the handle 

headed straight north, sometimes it was a bit more west 

than I would have liked. In my little pea brain, I figured 

if I drilled the hole first then used that as a center, the 

handle would always be concentric with the hole. Dad to 

the rescue; he made a simple ¼” metal mandrel so that 

I was able to turn the handles concentric with the bore. 

I use the same method today, but I create a wooden 

mandrel as required for each size of drill used. It makes 

sense, then, if you are making handles, to make a few 

blanks at a time with one size hole because you will 

make this mandrel in a chuck and the odds of getting it 

back exactly the same way again are slim and none. 

Concentricity is important because – particularly with 

gouges – the tool must rotate along the center line, not 

sweep in an arc when rotating the tool. It’s also a sign of 

good craftsmanship. 

Step one: drill the stock 

Cut the material to the finished length that you require. 

That length should include the “handle portion” and the 

length required for your chosen ferrule. Make it over-

sized for the diameter to allow for runout in the drilling 

process (i.e. 2+” for 1 ½” handle, allowing more for a 

longer handle). Mark the centre of one end of the stock 

then mount the other end in a four-jaw chuck. This is a 

very insecure way of mounting the wood so lathe speed 

must start at the slowest speed available.  

Mount a Forstner bit in a Jacobs chuck in the tailstock 

quill to drill a pilot hole about 3/8” deep, using the 

marked center as your guide. This provides a reliable 

start for a twist drill. The Forstner should be the same 

size as the main drill to be used for the full length.  

The main drill should be the diameter of the shank of 

the tool plus about 1/16” clearance if it’s a round tool. If 

using a manufactured ferrule, the ferrule will fit the 

shank of the tool but the clearance allows you to slide 

the tool in and out with ease. If the tool has a flat tang, 

the diameter should accommodate the maximum width 

of the tang. The hole should be deep enough to “bury” 

the tool in the handle if you have the need to shorten the 

overall length of the tool for some particular reason. 

Note: If you are using the home made “Collet” type fer-

rule described later in the article, the drill diameter 

should be the diameter of the tool shank. If you are us-

ing a traditional ferrule, drill the same size as the shank. 

Half inch drills are typically the maximum size possible 

in most lathe-mounted Jacobs chucks. It’s possible to 

get larger drills with a #2 Morse taper shank at machin-

ing supply stores or failing that, the ultimate tool store, 

Amazon. Ship augers are available at KMS and Lee Val-

ley and can be mounted in a ½” Jacobs chuck. 

Note: if you are using an insert, drill the diameter of the 

insert first, then drill the rest of the handle to accommo-

date the tool shank. 

 

Step two: creating the mandrel 

Chuck a piece of (approximate) 2” square material about 

5”-6” long in the lathe and support it with the live cen-

tre. Turn a pin the length of the exposed portion the di-

ameter of the hole on the stock wood (leave a short 

shoulder to clear the jaws). This needs to be an accurate 

diameter, however only about ¾” – 1” at the inner and 

outer ends need to be spot on. Leave some relief be-

tween them about 1/16” smaller in diameter. If neces-

sary, sand the fitted diameters to size. It should be tight 

enough to have to twist it on but not so tight you twist 

the pin right off. Waxing the fitted diameters helps a lot. 

A nice “pop” when removing the stock is a good indica-

tor of the correct size. If it’s loose at all, the hole and OD 

won’t be concentric. You’re using waste wood for this so 

don’t hesitate to trash it if isn’t right. 

 

Step three: turn the handle 

Mount the drilled stock on the mandrel then bring the 

(Continued from page 9) 

The very best drill to use would have no center point, eliminat-

ing the drill’s tendency to follow the grain. Ship augers without 

a center point typically drill the longest, straightest holes. A 

ship auger maintains its diameter over the full length, thereby 

ensuring it will track in the hole. For our purposes here howev-

er, a properly sharpened twist drill is adequate. 
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live center up to the stock. If you did a great job of drill-

ing, it will be right on or close to the geometric center. If 

you didn’t, no problem unless it’s so bad that you can’t 

get the desired diameter out of the stock. If that hap-

pens, it’s good thing that you drilled a few spares.    

Once you’ve marked that second center with your live 

center, you’re job at this stage is done, however you can 

turn the wood round to its natural maximum diameter if 

you wish. Mark the handle length into what you will 

need for a ferrule and what will be the handle.  

Remove the handle from the mandrel. You will be 

switching ends in the lathe at this point. Mount a drive 

spur (or my favourite, a safe drive) in the Morse taper of 

the spindle and mount a cone centre on the live center. 

If you don’t have a taper large enough for the bore it’s 

an easy task to turn one starting with boring a piece of 

wood that fits tightly onto the live center. The end of the 

handle will be the driven end and the bore will be on the 

live center. 

Shape the handle portion so that it fits your hand com-

fortably for what you will be using this tool for. I find 

this a very satisfying part of the job. It sounds a bit 

 

 corny, but I actually start to form a bond with the tool 

at that point. I always put a couple of grooves in the 

handle at the major diameter, but that’s just my thing. I 

think it’s cool to have a “maker’s mark” on your handles 

– just because. 

When turning the ferrule portion of the handle you may 

be dealing with a straight diameter for a simple straight 

sleeve or a tapered diameter in the case of Oneway fer-

rules or the home made “collet type” described later. In 

the case of a straight diameter, use a vernier caliper, if 

you have one, or basic spring calipers. In both cases, 

make the fit a press fit with a slight chamfer at the end 

to allow the ferrule to start on. A little oil helps the press 

fit.  If you don’t have the luxury of a press, a bar clamp 

will do and if all else fails, a block of wood on the ferrule 

and a mallet will do the trick – just make those first taps 

light enough that it gets a straight start. Get it right be-

cause that thing isn’t coming off in one piece. Oneway 

ferrules require a template that you order with the fer-

rule. Extend that taper at least ¼” to allow the threads 

to seat. You may find you will remove some of the length 

over time as the threads seat into the wood. For the 

“collet type”, see below for instructions to make the ta-

per template. 

I typically only sand the handle with something like 120 

or 150 because you just want to give it a comfortable 

feel, not a slippery gallery finish. It will develop a nice 

patina over time from the oil and dirt on your hands. If 

you must put a finish on it, one coat of some kind of oil 

should be enough. I think I have even done that. 

 
Oneway templates on the left, one modified with wooden blocks for easier use. 

Fabricated template on the right are for the copper NPT thread described below. 

 

Home made “collet” ferrule. 

It is possible to make a home made “collet” copper fer-

rule from a ¾” NPT to ¾” copper adaptor for about 5 

bucks. The NPT (National Pipe Thread) thread is a ta-

pered thread so will squeeze the wood as it as threaded 

on. The trick is to make a template to turn the correct 

taper on the handle to accept the ferrule. Making the 

template requires a piece of ¾” water pipe (bar clamps 

use ¾” pipe with an NPT thread on the end) for a gauge, 

a piece of wood for a base (say 3”x 2” x ¼”) and two 

pieces of wood about ½” x ¼” x 3” and glue. Simply 

clamp the two strips of wood against the thread with 

your fingers then use a clamp to glue those two pieces to 

the base. When you remove the pipe, they should main-

tain the same taper as the pipe thread. A correcting tap 

here or there may be required. 

When the glue has set, measure the maximum ID 

(inside diameter) of the thread on the copper adaptor 

and transfer that diameter to the tapered template. 

Make a mark at that point.  For good measure, extend 

that mark 1/16” toward the larger end to allow for the 

thread seating into the wood. Make a second mark the 

There is no reason you can’t create a multi axis handle by 

using the established centres as a datum for marking out 
your off-axis centers. Using those established centres allows 

you to retain the concentricity. 
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length of the threaded portion of the adaptor toward the 

smaller end of the taper. Cut your template to length at 

those two marks. Not a bad idea to use a hand saw be-

cause this will be pretty small piece to be handling in a 

table or cut off saw. 

Mount a 2” square piece of hardwood (the harder the 

better) in the chuck with about 1 ½” to 2” protruding 

from the jaws. Use the template to turn a taper so that 

the adaptor will thread on tightly. It should be tight 

enough that you may have to use a wrench to make the 

adaptor butt against the shoulder of the waste block at 

the end of the taper. If you don’t have a wrench, the first 

couple of cuts will seat it there. The intent is to cut the 

¾” straight copper portion of the adaptor off to create 

the ferrule. You can do that with a hacksaw then clean 

the copper up with a sharp bowl gouge or if you please, 

you could use a pointed scraper to cut the waste off. 

Check to make sure there isn’t an internal shoulder be-

tween the ¾” copper section and threaded portion. If 

there is, that needs to be removed so that the thread 

won’t “bottom out” at the shoulder. 

 

 

Mandrel for working the ¾” copper adaptor and the 

after and before. 

Follow all the instructions for creating a handle but 

when drilling, select a drill the diameter of the shank. 

Once the handle is complete, use a dowel with sandpa-

per glued on it in a spiral pattern to sand the bore just 

large enough to insert and remove the shank – no more. 

Use the template to turn the matching taper on the fer-

rule portion of the handle. Make sure to allow some ex-

tra length to allow for thread seating in the wood. 

You must cut 4 slots in the ferrule end of the handle to 

allow the tapered threads to squeeze the wood against 

the shank. This is best done using a vee block in a band 

saw but can be done easily with a handsaw. Be certain 

that the saw cuts don’t line up with the grain of the 

wood. Rather, make them cross the grain at 45°. This 

will help prevent the handle from splitting along the 

grain. The length of the slots will vary with the diameter 

of the handle. If the ferrule doesn’t tighten the shank in 

the handle, make the slots a little longer until it does. 

If you fit the shank nicely to the bore, the ferrule should 
grip the shank tight enough with hand pressure. It 
would be possible to use a wrench bit it’s a big one 
(read: clumsy) and you will likely strip the threads in the 
wood. 

For Sale 
 

320 grit CBH Wheel (8”d x 1 ½”w) - 
$60   
This is from Andre Martel.  It has the advantage of a 

plastic frame that makes it much lighter than a full-

steel wheel while still running true.  I have used this 

wheel for several years with good results but I want-

ed one with side abrasive which this does not have. 

½” D-WAY gouge (unhandled) - $120 
I misplaced mine so bought a new one.  Then I 

found mine (Dah).  Never been used.  My cost of 

getting it here. 

Hermes j-flex 10M x 2” rolls - $15/
roll misc. grits 
This is left over from our last bulk order. 

Heavy-duty Goose-neck Lamp – free 
But must be a good home…… 

Contact Bruce at the April meeting or at bvcamp-

bell@telus.net  

mailto:bvcampbell@telus.net
mailto:bvcampbell@telus.net
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Bruce Campbell certainly wowed us at the last 
meeting with his spectacular response the Presi-
dent’s Challenge. Seeing Double was his challenge-
accepted and delivered! It is a solid closed form 
encased inside a second form that has been pierced 
to reveal the inner vessel.  The lacey piercing is del-
icate and allows a clear, but caged view of the inter-
nal form and echoes the finely painted design pat-
tern on the internal form.  

The idea for this piece 
had been stewing for 
about a dozen years 
since Bruce met a Ko-
rean potter displaying 
a double walled vessel, 
a technique apparently 
hundreds of years old 
and relatively easy to 
form in clay. Similar to 
"Seeing Double" these 
clay pots are always 
pierced to reveal the 
inner form.  

With last month’s challenge of New Beginnings - 
Something you've never done before Bruce had the 
impetus to finally make one - from wood.  Seeing 
Double is the stunning result of 80 hours of inspi-
ration and craftsmanship. 

My first reaction to this piece was the apparent 
tension between the lace netting and the entrapped 
form within. The pastel coloured inside form is try-
ing to escape from the contrasting black cage that 
encapsulates it. On second reckoning I also see the 
outside lace as an extension of the inner, as if evok-
ing expansion. Other people will see it in different 
ways. Regardless of your reaction, it is more than a 
beautiful woodturning. It is “art”. It leads the view-
er to think about what it is, what it is doing, and 
why the maker made it. More importantly, where 
will this lead Bruce?  

Although, for me, the process of making this piece 
is secondary to the end result, I had to find out how 
the piece was crafted. Simply, it is three turnings. 
The inner closed form and two halves that clam-
shell around the inner bit.  Technically, there was 
plenty for Bruce to overcome. The two shells had to 
form an uninterrupted curve at the join and both 
had to be hollowed precisely in depth so that when 
they were affixed there was no seam. The depth 
“measuring” was done using the technique of drill-
ing lots of depth holes - the hole depth being equal 
to the intended wall thickness - and excavating to 
the point where the holes are just revealed during 
the inside turning.  For the fitting of all three piec-
es, the inner form had to meet at both the top and 
bottom of the inner surfaces of the outer shells so 
that at final assembly and gluing it would form one 
cohesive piece.  You may have noticed that the fan 
motif was enhanced with some pyrography carv-
ing. The pyrography was done prior to assembly 
and the piercing afterwards. Again, Wow Bruce! 

I know Bruce is already contemplating further ex-
ploration into this technique. Maybe other turners 
will take a stab at it. Maybe others will pursue tech-
niques or ideas that they had stuck in their back 
pocket. Take a stab at it. Who knows what will 
emerge.     

By Steve Hansen 

A Closer Look 



 

Laural & Percy will be attending (guests) Thursday’s meeting and will be taking measure-

ments for customized woodturning smocks.  If you would like one of these custom-made 

smocks take a moment to print off and fill out an order form (below).  Laural will measure 

you at the meeting and fill out the rest of the form.   

Please note that a 50% deposit is required upon ordering.  It would be helpful to them if you 

could bring cash. 
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By: Barry Wilkinson  

Custom Turning Smocks Measure-up  
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March 28 

Instant Gallery 

Bruce Campbell – 
Olafs Stash II – 
8X4.5 – Box Elder 
– WoP – Blank 
Donated by Olaf 

Allan Cusworth – 
Tool Handles, Jig 
to Make Them – 
Maple – 
Shellawax Cream 
– Fred Messer 

Bruce Campbell – 
Olafs Stash I – 
10X4.5 – Maple – 
WoP, Beeswax – 
Blank Donated by 

Barry Wilkinson 
– Bowl – 14.5X5 
– Maple – Tung 
Oil, Buffed 

Brian Lunt – 
JFA-FF 
Vase2.75X13 – 
Maple, Veneer 
– Laquer 

Bruce Campbell – 
Would You Hew 
Yew Wood – 
6X4.5 – Pacific 
Yew – WoP 
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March 28 

Instant Gallery 

Cathy Friesen – 
Bowl – Birch Burl 
– WoP 

Cathy 
Nakagawa – 
Goblet with 2 
Rings – 
2.75X6.75Ma
ple – General 
Finishes 
Turners 

David 
Broomhead – 
Maple – Real 
Gold Leaf 

David 
Broomhead – 
Small Vase – Burl 
Maple – Poly, 
Paste Wax 

Dan Breck – 
Salad Bowl – 8X4 
– Silver Maple – 
Tung Oil 

Dan Lemire – 
Knitting Bowl – 
10X7 – Pine – 
WoP 
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March 28 

Instant Gallery 

Don Gamble – 
Bowl – 6.5X3 – 
Spalted Maple – 
Natural Danish 
Oil – Almost 
Enough 

Don Gamble – 
Bowl – 5.5X1.5 – 
Spalted Maple – 
Natural Danish 

Ed Job – 
Jewellery Box – 
7X9 – Yellow 
Cedar, Spalted 
Maple, 
Amboyna Burl, 
Rosewood 
Finial, Ebony – 

Dustin Cook – 
Alexs Pinata 
Smasher – Curly 
Maple – 
Shellawax 

Don Gamble – 
Bowl – 8X4.5 – 
Spalted Maple – 
Natural Danish 
Oil – Just Enough 

Gary Burns – 
Lazy Susan – 
12.5X2 – 
Chestnut Crotch 
– Epoxy – Glass 
Table Bearings  
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March 28 

Instant Gallery 

Jim Johnson – 
Fire Within – 
8X5.5 – Maple – 

George Wood – 
Bowl – 9X6 – 
English Walnut – 
Unfinished 

Keith Hudson – 3 
Corner Bowl – 
2X6.5 – Denim 
Pine – Oil, Wax 

George Wood – 
Bowl – 5.5X2 – 
Sycamore – WoP 

Keith Hudson – 3 
Corner Box – 
3.5X5.5 – Figured 
Maple – Oil, Wax 

Keith Ruttah – 
Bowl – 14X4.5 – 
Silver Maple – 
WoP 

Michael McLaren 
– Bowl – 8X2 – 
Honey locust – 
WoP – The 
Prodigal Bowl 
Returns 

Keith Ruttan – 
Bowl – 15X4 – 
Silver Maple – 
WoP 
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Olaf and Dex – Bowl – 13X2.5 – 
Cherry – Tung Oil X  

Shawn Preus – Bowl – 
Cherry – Tung Oil 

Michael McLaren – 
Candlestick – 2.5X5.5 – 
Maple, Walnut – WoP 

March 28 

Instant Gallery 
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President's Challenge Gallery 

Barry Wilkinson – 
Dish – 6X3 – 
Arbutus – 
Claphams Wax – 
First Thin Dish  

Barry Wilkinson – 
Dish – 6X3 – 
Arbutus – 
Claphams Wax – 
First Thin Dish  

Allan Cusworth 
– Wine Serving 
Set – 3X3.5 – 
Maple – Salad 
Bowl Beeswax, 
Buffed – First 
Attempt at 
Miniature 
Turning 

Bruce Campbell – 
Doubled – 7X5 – 
Maple, Acrylic 
Paint – First 
Captive Vessel 

Brian Lunt – 
Coffee Press – 
2X2.75 – 
Wonderstone – 
WoP 

Bruce Campbell – 
Frankenvessel – 
4X4 – Red Maple 
– WoP, Ink – first 
Stapled Crack 
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President's Challenge Gallery 

David Adolph – 
Cement Ttruck – 
2.5X4 – Monkey 
Puzzle, Maple, 
Cherry – Beeswax 

Gary Burns – 4 
Items Never 
Turned Before – 
Assorted X 5.5 Max 
– Particle Board, 
Plastic, Nylon, 
Candle Wax 

Dan Breck – 3 
Point Bowl – 4X3 
– Maple – WoP 

Dustin Cook – 
Threaded Hollow 
Form – Magnolia 
– Unfinished – 
Practice with 
Mike Mahoney 

Cathy 
Nakagawa – 
Goblet with 2 
Rings – 2.75X6.5 
– Maple 

Dustin Cook – 2 
Piece Hollow 
Form – Maple – 
Unfinished –  
Practice with 
Mike Mahoney 
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President's Challenge Gallery 

Mark Anderson – 
Torus Bowl – 8X9.5 
– Maple, Mahogany 
– Water Based 
Varathane 

George Wood – 
Bowl – 10X4 – 
Spalted Birch – 
WoP 

John Hammond – 
Top for a Kettle – 
5X5 – Various – Oil, 
Poly 

Ron Bailey – 
Toothpick 
Holder – 2X5 – 
Maple, 
Cocobolo – 
Crystal Coat 

Keith Hudson – 
Spider Web – 
15.5X0.5 – Denim 
Pine – Epoxy – Oil, 
wax 
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President's Challenge Gallery 

Steve Hansen – Set a Turning on 
Fire – Fixative 

George Wood – 
First Top – 1.3X2 

Shawn Preus – 
Lidded Box – Maple 
– Walnut Oil 

Steve Fairbairn – Platter – 
Figured Maple – Burnt, 
Acrylic Paint, 
Polyeurethane – Airbrushed 
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POP QUIZ 

What is this tree???? 
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 Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses that 

include side protectors. Use a full face shield for 

bowl, vessel, or any turning involving chucks and 

faceplates. 

 Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration hel-

met, proper ventilation, and/or dust collection sys-

tem as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder 

and wood dust are harmful to your respiratory sys-

tem.  

 Wear hearing protection during extended periods 

of turning. 

 Turn the lathe off before adjusting the tool rest or 

tool rest base, i.e., banjo. 

 Always remove chuck keys, adjusting wrenches, 

and knockout bars immediately after use.   Never 

leave them in place, even for a moment. 

 Tie back long hair and avoid loose clothing, jewelry, 

or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating 

parts or accessories. 

 When using a faceplate, be certain the workpiece is 

solidly mounted with stout screws (#10 or #12 

sheet metal screws as a minimum). Do not use dry 

wall or deck screws.  

 When turning between centers, be certain the 

workpiece is firmly mounted between the head-

stock driving center and tailstock center. 

 Ensure the belt guard or cover is in place. 

 Check that all locking devices on the tailstock and 

tool rest assembly (rest and base) are tight before 

operating the lathe. 

 Ensure the blank is securely fastened. 

 Rotate your workpiece backwards by hand to make 

sure it clears the toolrest and bed before turning 

the lathe on.  

 Stay clear of the areas directly behind and in front 

of the workpiece, they are the most likely areas for 

a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good 

safety habit is to step out of this zone when turning 

on the lathe, keeping your hand on the switch in 

case you need to turn the machine off. When ob-

serving someone else turn, stay out of these zones. 

 Always check the speed of the lathe before turning 

it on. Use slower speeds for larger diameters or 

rough pieces and higher speeds for smaller diame-

ters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a 

piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is bal-

anced. If the lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the 

speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always stop the 

machine to verify why. As a starting point, consult 

your operator’s manual for recommended speeds 

for a particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed is 

compatible with the size of the blank. 

 Exercise extra caution when using stock with 

cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, knots, irregular 

shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should avoid 

these types of stock until they have greater 

knowledge of working such wood. 

 Hold turning tools securely on the toolrest, holding 

the tool in a controlled but comfortable manner. 

Always contact the tool rest with the tool before 

contacting the wood. 

 Note that, when running a lathe in reverse, it is 

possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless 

it is securely tightened or locked on the lathe spin-

dle. 

 Know your capabilities and limitations. An experi-

enced woodturner is capable of lathe speeds, tech-

niques, and procedures not recommended for be-

ginning turners. 

 Always remove the tool rest before sanding, finish-

ing, or polishing operations. 

 Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, and keep 

your balance at all times. 

 Keep your lathe in good repair. Check for damaged 

parts, alignment, binding of moving parts, and oth-

er conditions that may affect its operation. 

 Keep tools sharp and clean for better and safer per-

You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility. 

Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning  
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formance. Don’t force a dull tool. Don’t use a tool 

for a purpose for which it was not designed or in-

tended. 

 Consider your work environment. Don’t use a 

lathe in damp or wet locations. Do not use in pres-

ence of inflammable liquids or gases, and always 

keep a fully-charged fire extinguisher close at 

hand. Keep your work area well lit. 

 Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Pay close 

attention to unusual sounds or vibrations. Stop 

the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate 

machines when you are tired or under the influ-

ence of drugs or alcohol. 

 Guard against electric shock. Inspect electric 

cords for damage. Avoid the use of extension 

cords. 

 Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn 

power off. Don’t leave lathe until it comes to a 

complete stop. 

 Many accidents to woodturners occur while using 

saws, especially band and chain saws. Learn and 

follow the safety guidelines for this equipment. 

You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility. 

Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning  
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Calendar of Events 

Date Time Location Event 

2019 

Jan 24, 2019 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 

Club Meeting 
FoF – Pole Lathe demo/trials 
Main Speaker – Larry Stevenson - Simple salt and 
pepper shakers 

Feb 2, 2019 9:00 AM Sapperton Pension-
ers Hall Art Liestman – The Lost Wood Technique 

Feb 3, 2019 9:00 AM KMS Tools Class-
room Art Liestman – Lost Wood Technique Class 

Feb 28, 2019 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Dan Breck – Live-edge Bowl 
Main Speaker –  Keith Hudson – Three-sided Bowl 

Mar 28, 2019 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Barry Wilkinson - Buffing 
Main Speaker –  Ed Pretty – Tool Handles 

April 13, 2019 9:00 AM Sapperton Pension-
ers Hall Sharon Doughtie - All-day Demonstration 

April 14, 2019 9:00 AM KMS Tools Class-
room Sharon Doughtie - Hands-on Class 

Apr 25, 2019 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Ed Pretty - Sharpening 
Main Speaker – Bruce Campbell – Tree to Table 

May 23, 2019 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 

Club Meeting 
FoF – 
Main Speaker – Steve Hansen - "Teach your chuck a 
new trick." 

June 22, 2019 9:00 AM Sapperton Pension-
ers Hall 

Seri Robinson – All-day Demo – All about Spalted 
Wood 

July 11-14,  
2019   Raleigh Convention 

Center, Raleigh, NC AAW Symposium 

June 27, 2019 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – 
Main Speaker – 

July-Aug Summer Break -  Our first meeting of the new calendar will be Sept 26, 2019 



GVWG Officers, 
Appointees & Volunteers 

 

Special points of 
interest: 

 Next Meeting:  
Thursday May 23th, 2019 
at 6:30 PM,  
Sapperton Hall, 318 
Keary St, New Westmin-
ster BC  

 Food Providers:  

Dan Vikse 
Brooke Wade 
Phil Winch 
George Wood 
David Adolph 

 New Members Greeter:  

Cathy Friesen 

 FoF Speaker:  
Ed Pretty - Sharpening 

 Main Speaker:  
Bruce Campbell – Tree to 
Table 

 President’s Challenge: 
March 2019 - Pierced 
April 2019 – Reclaimed/
Recycled Material 

President: Steve Fairbairn president@gvwg.ca 

Vice President: Steve Hansen   

Secretary: Des Wilson secretary@gvwg.ca 

Treasurer: Bob James   

Members At 

Large: 

Dan Breck communications@gvwg.ca 

Peter Hill   

Cathy Nakagawa   

Phil Vetra   

Barry Wilkinson   

Dustin Cook   

Dan Moleschi   

Past President Bill Fowle   

Educational Coordi-

nator: 
Larry Stevenson 

  

Librarians: 
Peter McLaren 

Rachel Tius 

  

Food Chief: John Hammond   

FOF Coordinator: Phil Vetra   

Turning 101: 
Peter Hill 
Tracy Kennedy 

  

Visiting Demonstra-

tor Liaison 
Art Liestman 

  

Newsletter Editor: Bruce Campbell editor@gvwg.ca 

                    Publisher: Robert Carlson   

Digital Photography: Jay & Lin Mapson   

Webmaster: Steve Hansen webmaster@gvwg.ca 


